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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in July

August Deal
Statistics

Total Deals Announced

121

Follow-On Investments

63

Initial Investments

58

B2B

54

B2C

67

Possible Candidates

20

Added to our Watch list

5

Rounds over $100M

41
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Bungalow - 94/100
Bungalow helps you find a roommate

Round Size

$75 Million

Investment Series

Series C

Noted Investors

Deer Park Road

Location

San Francisco, California

Total Raised

$171 Million

Leases don't allow for life to happen. If suddenly you need to move to California, and you are one of
several roommates supporting a lease, then you need to find someone to move in that your roommates
can tolerate. Once you strike out in your social network, where do you turn? Craigslist of course. That
bastion of trust and integrity. Or not. Enter Bungalow, which is another in a rather long list of companies
trying to create the definitive site where roommates and rooms can be matched.
Services like this are similar to dating sites or job sites. In other words, they score very well because
maximum choice matters, and the transaction is important to market participants. So winner-take-most is
a 10. We also allow a 10 for distribution, even though virality is not built into the product. Word spreads
in this community through social media and WOM insanely fast. Product market fit we grant an 8. We
have not used the product yet but since it is a series C with strong investors we figure they have some
good user metrics here. This is an enormous market opportunity on the surface, so we give it a 10, but
with the caveat that you don't move all that often, college students are dirt poor, so the customer lifetime
value may not be that high.
Gross margins and scalability are a 10 since this is a typical online marketplace. However, we suspect
there will be some human attention to the transaction making sure there are no scammers and creeps,
and then handling complaints. So an 8 for organizational scalability.
Overall a provisional 94/100. Certainly a market worth blitzscaling into!
-
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Saturn Technologies- 83/100

Saturn Technologies is a mobile application for managing school schedules.

Round Size

$44 Million

Investment Series

Series A or Series Seed

Noted Investors

General Catalyst, Insight

Location

Austin, Texas, USA

Total Raised

$44 Million

Teen home screen real estate is insanely valuable, and displacing an entrenched home screen app is as
hard as getting that screenplay you wrote to production. The Saturn app knows a teen's class schedule,
and helps them socialize around school tasks like sharing notes, arranging study groups, shows them
where classmates are, and generally organizes student life through messaging and community, with the
schedule as the hook. It just may be Home Screen material.
Network effect and vitality are very strong inside a school, but there is no benefit that crosses school
boundaries (yet) so we only give a 9 for Winner-take-most and distribution. For product market fit it's a 7
- but the user reviews are quite strong so this score could go up. The market size is only an 8, as there are
only 4M students in the US for each age group, and worse, 4M churn out every year at graduation, and
have not seen engagement metrics so can't judge the advertising opportunity.
The remaining metrics are all 10s - margins are strong in social networks, and apps scale without friction.
overall an 83/100 so they should be aggressive!
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Royal- 83/100

Royal is a platform where you can buy ownership in songs directly from
your favorite artists and earn royalties with them.

Round Size

$16 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Founders Fund, Paradigm

Location

Austin, Texas, USA

Total Raised

$16 Million

We have seen a ton of fractional ownership deals this year. The theory is that blockchain is a good
mechanism to securitize pretty much anything. Thus far it has been primarily collectibles, real estate and
Art. Now - it's music! Royal allows fans to own a piece of future royalties of songs. It enables music lovers
to play fantasy record label. We LOVE this. None of the other fractional ownership deals have a royalty
stream - so they are more like a growth stock than an income stock. Tapping into royalty cash flow is like
getting a dividend. Further the upside is enhanced because music is emotional. When investors get
emotional they bid up prices beyond what is economically rational. Royal deepens the relationship
between audience and the artist, which fans love. For the artist, it is a way to monetize their work that
avoids labels.
This is a 10 for winner take most. It's a stock market, a proven and enduring type of marketplace.
Distribution? Well, musicians have distribution built into their social media platforms. For product
market fit - we are starting out at a 7. Market is large, but we are being conservative with an 8 at this point
- not knowing how main stream this will be. It could be a 10 once we see it in market at scale. The
remaining scores are 10s, so the final score is 83/100 with upside possibilities.
Royal is the most interesting fractional ownership deal we have seen to date. We will definitely be
following their progress.
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Pintu- 83/100
Pintu is a crypto assets platform for buying, selling, and investing in Bitcoin
and Blockchain-based assets.

Round Size

$35 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Lightspeed Venture Partners

Location

Jakarta, Jakarta Raya, Indonesia, Asia

Total Raised

$41 Million

Coinbase is a massive win. But it's really US only. In exchanges geography and language matter, so there
is a separate winner in each distinct geography. Are there other Coinbases in the other large markets?
Pintu wants to be the one in Indonesia, which is about the same population as the US. And this is a true
land grab, as competitors vie to establish accounts that almost never churn once established. We score it
a 10 for winner-take-most
Distribution is lower scoring. There is some virality if users want to transfer tokens to one another, and
word-of-mouth can be strong, but this is primarily a brute force customer acquisition play, as is evidenced
by all the crypto NFL ads we are seeing, so we score it an 8. We are starting with a 7 for product market
fit. Market size is a 9, as, despite being populace, indonesia has lower per-capita income.
The remaining scores are 10, which results in an 83. So a strong score and Pintu certainly should be
aggressive in cementing their lead.
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Balance- 81/100
Balance is a digital payments platform designed to make the B2B online
purchasing experience delightful for buyers and vendors alike.

Round Size

$25 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Lightspeed

Location

Tel Aviv, Tel Aviv, Israel, Asia

Total Raised

$30 Million

We have an ongoing internal debate about if Stripe was a Blitzscaler or not. The company scaled fast of
course, but was there a network effect? Not at first - they just took a headache (coding payment into
websites and apps) and made it a great deal less painful. What about a land grab? A land grab implies a
green field opportunity. Since other payments solutions were in market long before Stripe, technically it
wasn't a land grab either. Eventually Stripe established a platform network effect, where an entire
ecosystem sprung up around their product. So, Stripe is the winner that took most, but was never a clear
blitzscaler. We bring this up because we see similarities between Stripe and Balance. They both simplify
online payments, but Balance supports Business transactions not consumer. The goal is to make vendor
and customer payments simple and fast. We give it a 9 for winner-take-most, as there is a green field to
some degree here - most B2B payments happen with good ol invoicing and checks. We do like the virality
here. If a buseinss has a great experience paying for something with Balance, then they will soon become
customers too.
We are a 7 for product market fit, but the remainder of the scores are 10 so the final is an 81/100. But
you really need to believe in the land grab here, or a blitzscaling strategy could be wasteful!
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